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If you have an interest in quiet
revolutions, then you should b
aware of one which is rapidly taking
place throughout the world right
now. I refer to Transcendental
Meditation, developed by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi. which is spreading
across cities, college·campuses and
small towns in North America at the
rate of some 40.000 new meditators
per month. Why this tremendous
interest? What is TM and what can it
do for me as a student in particular?

Firstly, it should be understood
that the TM technique is not a
religion, a cult, a: set of beliefs, or a
particular kind of life style. It is
merely a simple mental technique
which Maharishi defines as "tùrning
the attention inwards so that the
mind experiences progressiveIy
finer and finer levels of thought until
the mind transcends the finest
thought and experiences its origin in'
pure consciousness.

Thus, the mind. through. this
repeated experience of the full range
of its potential, is naturally expanded
and more of our mental potential
made available to us. There is no
mysticism involved; it is strictily a
scientific technique. It does not
involve any strenuous mental gym-
nastics either; nor are there any
attempts at rnood-making or self-
hypnosis. It is natural and spon-
taneous. No efforts of concentrating
or contemplating are used.

Despite the simplicity of the TM
technique. research substantiates
that some profound physiological
changes occur in meditators. Dr.
Keith Wallace and Dr. Herbert Ben-
son. pioneers in this area found that
during TM the body receives
profound rest - even deeper in some
respects than a full night's sleep can
give. The whole metabolic rate is
slowed down. Oxygen consumption
decreases, heart beat slows down,
cardiac output (the workload of the'
heart) is reduced, skin resistance.
(an indicator of relaxation) goes up
sharply and alpha waves from the
brain, change and become more
purified in frequency and amplitude.
This latter phenomenon has been
more extensively investigated by Dr.
Jean-Paul Banquet. the famous
French EEG researcher;.who observ-
ed periods of "hypersynchrony"
during TM. indicating the electrical
patterns from all parts of the brain
were "in phase" with each other at
points in the meditation. Banquet
concluded that these patterns were
unique and indicative of a fourth
major state of human consciousness
apart from waking, sleeping and
dreaming.

It also seems to be the case that
the physiological synchrony of the
brain indicates an increasing coor-
dination between the separate func-
tions of the brain hemispheres as
well. For example, the psychologist
Robert Ornstein argues that the two
major brain hemispheres are
associated with different major
modes of thinking,the leftside being
concerned with logical,
mathematical or analytical reason-
ing while the right with more in-
tuitive, spatial. creative or synthetic
thinking. Physiological hyper-
synchrony as observed during TM
could also mean the psychological
enhancement of these two modes of
thînkingcfor those who practice the,

TM technique. This would imply that
sayIQ both verbal and ''hon-verbai.-
mathematical ability and logical
reasoning should improve in
meditators at the same time that
creati.vity increases. Several studies
now completed in Canada, Hawaii,
the United States and Holland in-
dicate just that.

It has also been shown in several
studies that persona1ity
characteristics of practising
meditators change in a direction of
"self-actualization". ie., in a direc-
tion of bringing out inner potential.in
a healthy manner. An important
result of this is a strengthening of
self-concept. Self-concept is, very
simpiy, the way we perceiveourselves
and. is an important factor which
operates in ail our activities and
relatioriships. Indeed, some
researchers feel that a healthy self-
image is as important to school

,grades as is IQ. Since both mental
abillity and self-concept have been
shown to improve with regular
practise of TM, it is small wonder
that several studies have shown
grade point averages to rise in
meditating students. Furthermore,
several basic mental abilities. such
as memory and ability to integrate
and; organize material in a
m'eaningful way appear to be im-
proved as well.

Thus the TM technique has an
important contribution to make to
student life in terms of enjoyment
and success in one's academic
career. This has already been
recognized in over 200 universities
and 50 secondary schools where TM
and its theoretical aspect, called the
Science of Creative Intelligence
(SCI> are taught for credit.

Another important benefit from
regular practise of TM is improved
health. The deep rest of TM provides
the body with a natural means of
repairing deep-rooted stress in the
nervous system. This allows the
nervous system to become more
stable and allows the development

of stability, flexibilIty and adáptibili-
ty. Severalstudies have shown that
TM is valuable for hypertension,
high blood pressure, bronchial
asthma, weight-reduction, insomnia
and in helping the individual reduce
consumption of cigarettes and
alcohol which in turn are known to
affect health profoundly. Both
physical and mental health are
improved for the better with regular
TM.

These physiological and psy-
chological benefits may account for
the improved interpersonal benefits
exeperienced and studied in
meditators who often report that
family and friendship bonds are
strengthened and that relations with
peers or co-workers improves.

Now imagine this situation:
You're a salesman coming to see the
boss on a Monday morning after
having missed an important ap-
pointment with him on the previous
Friday. How you handle this situa-
tion. determined largely by how you
feel, will have an impact on your
relationship with the boss, perhaps
even your job. How do you handle it?

This is not an imaginary case but
described to me by a meditator who
found himself in just this position (he
had been meditating only a week).
The situation was resolved as
follows: The boss was in a terrible
mood. The salesman walkéd into the
office and was in a very good mood.
They exchanged the usual opening
remarks including "How are you
today?" The boss replied and it was
obvious that he "felt terrible." To
which the meditator responded:
"Gee, that's realy too bad because i
feel great!" The boss' mood changed
instantly and everything took a
positive turn from there.

This situation, besides il-
lustrating something of interper-
sonal dynamics also illustrates that
the individual has a profound in-
fluence on his environment. If he is
tense, irritable, tired, then it is
virtually impossible not to display
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If its first year success is any
indication. The Alberta Student
Consultant (ASC) will be around
for many summers to come.
Offering valuable experience to
University of Alberta business
students, as well as helpful
consultation to small Alberta
based businesses - the main
objectives of the ASC summer
program are:

1) To provide low cost
assistance to small Alberta
based business.

2) To foster cooperation
and liaison between small
business, the University of
Alberta. and the Provincial
government.

3) To provide business
students, recent graduates as
well -as students at the un-
dergraduate level. with
meaningful summer employ-
ment.:

4) To provide a continuous
service for the advancement of
students and the business com-
munity through their interac-
tion.

5) To establish and main-
tain a library documenting the
cases, reports. recommen-
dations, and outcomes of the
student:projects.

Despite skeptical feelings
on the part of many members of
both faculty and students within
the university, these objectives
were carried out with great
success this summer. The
program as a whole was highly
approved by the majority of
businesses that requested ASC
assistance.

Many problems faced the
program in its early stages. After
having secured funding under,
the Department of Recreation.
Parks and Wildlife. ASC had to
let Alberta's small businessmen
know of its services. A vigorous
promotional campaign was
employed. using the radio.
television and newspaper
medias.

The promotional efforts
proved to be positive, resulting
in many inquiries from local
businessmen and the program
was underway.

Perhaps the greatest value
of ASC lies in the cost to the
client. As the program is exter-
nally financed. the sole charge
which the business incurs is a
nominal administrative fee. In.
the case of firms being unable
to afford this nominal charge.
the fee wifl be immediately
waived. Therefore, the program
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this in social situations. And the
opposite also appears true. If' the
individual is calm, rested. fresh and
friendly. he can have a major impact
with those he comes into contact.
Just this observation has led to the
specualtion that a few calm
meditators - perhaps as few as one in
one hundred of 1% of any organiza-
tion or society can have a major
influence on the degree of caimness
or orderliness in the society as a
whole and that this might be
,reflected in say, decreasing crime
rates in a city, state or country. The
beginnings of this kind of research
have aiready been made. In a com-
parison of 12 "1% cities" in the
United States (those cities over
50.000 population which have had
1% or more instructed in TM) with 12
non-meditating cities, it was found
that whereas crime rates rose an
average ~of 10% in the non-
meditating cities (consistent with
national trends). the crime rate fe//in
every "1% city" without exception
and the average decline was 10%.
The study is now being extended to
over 370 cities around the world
which have 1% or more meditating
and not just crime rates but over 70
variables are being observed which
might be affected by increasing
orderliness , and creativity and
decreasing tension in an area due to
significant numbers in the area
practising TM.

Thus, one simple technique
affects the individual in a variety of
ways. improving inner mental poten-
tial. health and social and personal
relationships.

The TM technique is taught by
qualified teachers year-round in
Edmonton. Two of them. Cheryl
Wilson and Ric Johnson. give daily
noon lectures for U of A students in
SUB - Room 104. Drop in for more
information.
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Meditation- "the art of self-actualization"


